
Good morning! 
 
Another ‘reminder’ today…thanks Leah Ann Williams for the clip of how she and her partner started OT. 
Take a look here. 
 
So when we go to OT, we have a few issues to get right before we throw the ball up. 
 

1) Add a full timeout to each team, make sure each scorer does it and tell each coach they have an 
additional full timeout. 

2) Make sure the scorekeepers and timer know that we do NOT reset the fouls since OT is an 
extension of the fourth period. 

3) Make sure that the teams line upgoing the correct direction for OT (the same as the played the 
second half). 

 
When the ball goes up in the air, we need to make sure that the jump ball administration happens 
correctly. 
 
Leah Ann sent me this to help people learn from the mistakes they made. They allowed the teams to line 
up going the wrong way. This happens more times than we would expect, make sure they line up 
correctly! They also has a violation for the jumper recovering the ball, BUT it had hit the floor, so anyone 
can recover it. The best games can go south when we mentally take a play off. BE POSITIVE and 
ATTENTIVE TO DETAILS! 
 
Tuesday Extra: If you are a veteran official and working with a young or Jr official, PORTECT HIM/HER. It is 
OUR responsibility to make sure they get a good experience and are not ‘abused’ by ANYONE in the 
gym….players, coaches, spectators. Take care of business for them. When we were young officials, I am 
sure all of us can remember a partner or assignor who ‘took care’ of us.  This is all part of the ‘Get just 
one’ effort! 
 
Tuesday Bonus: Have you ‘Got just one’ yet?? 
 
Have a great last Tuesday of the season! 
 
Tim 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tH5TXzsa4mMn5vfrS-HfpNW7T2PerHUF/view?usp=sharing

